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Riemann surfaces with the AB-maximum principle *

Let (a") beasequenceof pointsin 0<lzl (I with limo,:0,
and let W be the two-sheeted Riemann surface over 0 < lzl < t which
has the points a, as branch points. Then, as P. J. Myrberg [2] has observed,

every bounded analytic function on 17 takes the same values on the two
sheets of W . X'or the square of the difference of the values on the two
sheets is a bounded analytic function of z it 0 < lzl < 1, and hence

also in lzl < l. Since this function vanishes at the points ctn it must

vanish identically. Somewhat similar observations had previously been

made by H. L. Selberg [3].
In this example we see that each bounded analytic function on W

is the composition g o t of an analytic function in the disk lzl < | and

the projection z of W into trhe z -plane. Heins [1] has generalized this
result to showing that, if W is a parabolic Riemann surface with precisely

one ideal boundary component, then some end (2 of W can be mapped

onto 0 < lzl < I by an analy'tic function z so that each bounded analytic
function / on A isof theform gor where g isaboundedanalytic
function in disk lzl < I .

Actually, a result of this nature holds under much weaker assumptions

on W . Lef (W , -I-) be a bordered Riemann surface with compact border l .

Then I7 is said to satisfy the AB-maximum principle if every bounded
analytic function on WU f &ssumes its maximum on l-. Then Theorem
3 asserts that there is an analytic mapping r of WU f into a compact

subset C of some Riemann surface such that every bounded analytic
funct'ion / on WU r is the composition g o r of z with some function
g defined and analytic in a neighborhood of C . Theorem 3 is slightly
more general than this in that it establishes the corresponding conclusion

for functions in any algebra of analytic functions on W U f which assume

their maxima on f .

* This research was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office Durham under
project P-1323M.
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l. Algebras of analytic functi,ons on a Riemann surfa,ce. Let W be a
Riemann surface. A collection A of analytic or meromorphic functions
on I7 is called an algebra on W if lhe constant functions belong to W
andif f *g and /.9 belongto ,4 whenever;f and g do. If p and
q are points of 17, we say that A separates p and q if there is an
olement f in A wifh f@) + f(q). We say thah A wealoly separates gt

and q if there areelements / and g in A suchthat f lg has different
values at p and. q . Thus -4 separates p and q weakly iff the field. of
quotients of ,4 separates p ar,d q. Since .4 is an algebra, ^4 separates
p and q iff thereare / and g in A suchthat f lg has apole at, p arrd
is regular at q . An algebra is said to separate (weakly) on a subset of W
if it separates (weakly) each pair of distinct points of the subset.

If .4 is an algebra on W, the Riemann surface W' wilh an algebra
.4 is said to be an extension of (A , W) if W c W' and A consists of
the restrictions to W of the functions in 1' . An algebra ,4. is said to be
proper for the Riemann surface W it A weakly separates the points of
W and if (A ,7) has no proper extension which separates v'eakly, i. e. if
(A' , W') is an estension of (A , W) and A' separates on W, then W :W' .

A pair (A , W) is said to be isomorphic to the pair (A' , W') if there is
a one-to-one conformal ma,p o of W onto W' which carries A' onto A .

If we start with an algebra of analytic functions in a disk, and suppose
that the algebra separates weakly on the disk, then we may use the classical
method of analytic continuation to construct a maximal extension of the
disk on which the algebra is defined and weakly separates points. This
enables us to establish the following proposition:

Proposition l. Let A be an algebra of meromorphic lunctions on a Rie-
mnnn surface W . Then there is a Riemnnn surface W' , a, proper algebra
A'onw', anÅ,ananalyticrnap r of W i,nto W' suchthateach f e A
isof theform gor with geA'. Thepair (A',W') isuniquetowithin
isomorgthism.

If lf is a set on a Riemann surface, we say that a function / defined on
1( is ana\rtic on 1{ if / can be extended to an analytic function defined
on some open set containing /( . A collection of functions is said to be
analytic on K if each function in the collection is analytic on K. Note
that we do not suppose that there is an open set containing K on which
all the functions of the collection are analytic. Whenever this latter property
holds, we speak of a collection of functions uniformly analytic on K .

If (W , n is a bordered Riemann surface with compact border f ,

we can also consider an algebra A of functions analytic on W U I . The
preceding proposition does not apply directly, for although each f in A
is defined and analytic on some Riemann surface containing W U f , there
is no fixed Riemann surface containing WU f on whichallfunctionsof -4
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are defined and analytic. The following proposition shows, however, that
we can find a finitely generated subalgebra of .4 which separates as well as
,4. does. With the help of this proposition we can establish Proposition B,

which generalizes Proposition I to the case of a bordered Riemann surface.
Proposition 2. Let K be a fini,te union of analytic arcs on a Ri,emarun

surface W and, A an algebra of meromorpthic functions are K . Then there
i,s a fi,ni,telg generated, subalgebra Ao of A with the property that Ao separates
weakly each pair of poi,nts which are weakly separated, by A .

Proposition 3. Let WU f be a bord,ered, Ri,emann surfa,ce wi,th compact
bord,er I , and, let A be an algebro of analytic functions on WV f . Then
there'is an analyti,c map r of W U I i,nto a Riemann surface W' and, an
algebra A' of analytic functions on a connected, compact set containing rlfl
such that a finitety generoted, subalgebra of A' i,s proper for W' ond, such
thaton I each f e A isof theform got where geA'.

2. Bome theorems from functional analgsi,s. Wermer [a] has proved a
remarkable theorem about algebras of functions analytic on the unit circum-
ference, and his proof can be modified to prove the following generalization:

Theorem 1. Let A be a proper algebra for the Riemann surface W ,
anil,let K be a com,pact subset of W . Let K* be the union of K and, those
components of W - K whose closures are compact, and, Iet

A : {p Q.W : p 4 K*, lqe K*, f(p) : f(q) for ail fe A}.
Then K* ,is cornpact, / i,s an isol,ated, set, anil we haue thefolhuing:

i) Thehull,of K is K*UA , i.e. K*U Å : {peW: lf(p)l ( sup"l/l }.
ii) Il n is a homomorphism of A into the cornpler numbers wi,th

l"fl { suprl"fl , thenthereisa pe K* wi,th nf :f(p).
iii) If p is a homomorgthism of A into the algebra of analytic functions

on a d,islc D such that sape le /l < supr l"fl , then there,is a unique annlytic
tne lp of D into the interior of K* such that A f : f " rp .

Repeated application of this theorem gives us the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let Ao be a proper alqebra of analytic functions on the

Rieru,ann surface W , let K be a com,pa,ct connected, subset of W , and, let
A be an algebra of analytic functions on K with A = Ao . Let K+ be the
union of K arud, those relatiuely compact components of W - K to which
each function 'i,n Ao has an analytic ertens,ian. Then K+ is a cornpact set

for which the folhwing hol,il:
i) If n is a homomorphism of A into the comliler numbers wi,th

l"fl < suprl"fl , thenthereise peK+ wi.th "f :f(p).
ii) If q is a homomorphism of A into the algebra of analyti,c functi,ons

on a d,islc D so tlmt supp le,fl { supr6 lfl, then there is a uni,que onalyti,c
rnap y of D intotheinteriorof K+ suchtlwt Qf :forp.
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combining Proposition 3 with Theorem 2, we obtain the following theo-

rem, which generalizes the theorem of Heins:

Theorem 3. Let (W , f) be a bord,ered, Ri,emann surface wi,th compact

bord,er, anit A an algebra of bound,ed, analytic functions on' W U f such that

each f e A assumes ,i,ts marimunt, on T . Then there'is an analytic mnpping

r of wu I into aRi,emannsurface w' suchthat rlwu ?l hascompact

closureand,each f eA isof theform goz where g i,sanalytic'i,nsomeneigh-

borhood, of the cl,osure of tlW U ,l-] .

we say that the bordered Riemann surface (w , r) satisfies the AB-

maximum principle if each bounded analytic function on w u I a§sumes

its maximum on r . If (w , r) satisfies the AB-maximum principle,

we may take the algebra -4 in Theorem 3 to be the algebra of all bounded

anatytic functions. In this case each f on W of the fotm g o r wilh g

,rrlyti" on the closure of {w u ll is a bounded analytic function on

W V f , and so the class of bounded analy'tic functions consists Precisely

of those / which are lifted from analytic functions on tlW U l) '

3. some eramltles. Let W be the surface of Myrberg mentioned in

the introduction, that is the two-sheeted covering of 0 < lzl < L branched

orrer a sequence (a,) of points accumulating at zero' Let us take that

surface W for which lzl : L is covered' by two circles, i' e' for which

{peW: lall < lr@)l < r } has two components' Then eaoh bounded

u"ufyti" function on 14/ has the same values on both sheets. Thus if we

takeone(orboth)ofthecirclesover lzl :l astheborder T of W ' then

the algebra .4 ofbounded analytic functions on w u r has the property

that eäch / € /. assumes its maximum on l', and so Theorem 3 applies.

In this case the Riemann surface w' is the z -plane, and the mapping

z is the projection of w onto the z -plane. If we modify this example

slightly uy tat i"g that part of w which is bounded by curves rr and

-l,r- lying over lorl < lzl < I , and whose projections intersect, we obtain

,, .o"r*"" v bordered by I : TtU lz such that the image under the

mapping z of Theorem 3 is not bounded by analytic curves (analyticity

Ureali"g down at the intersections of the images of l-r and fr)' Thus

*" 
"r,rrrrot 

quite assert that z maps w u f analytically onto a finite Rie-

m&nn surface.
The requirement in Theorem 3 that our algebra consists of functions

analytic o" f instead of merely in W seems restrictive, but the following

example shows some of the difficulties we encounter if we drop this

restriction.
Let W, be the half plane Re z > -2 with the circles lzl < I and

lz-2il < l removed. Leh l betheline Rez:-2 wilh z: oo added.

Then (I7, , /') is a bordered surface with compact border. Let wo be the
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Myrberg surface described at the beginning of the section. X'orm a new
bordered Riemann surface W by identifying the boundary points of W,
on lzl : I with the corresponding points of the boundary of one sheet of
Wo, and identifying the boundary points of W, on lz - 2 il : t with
the translates of the boundary of the other sheet of Ws. Then each bounded
analytic function on W is a function of z on 17, such that for lzl : I
we have f(z * 2 i) :l@. Thus the function f@ + z i) - f (z) is analytic
inthehalfplane Rez>2 outsidethethreecircles lrl < t ,lz-2,i1<1,
and lz - 4il < I . Sincethisfunctionvanishesidentically on lz - 2il:1,
it must vanish identically. Thus each bounded analy'tic function on 17 is
periodic with period 2i as a function of z in WL.

Conversely, each bounded. periodic function in Re z > 2 with period
2 i defines a bounded analytic function on I7 . Thus every bounded ana-
lytic function on W is singular at the point a : oo on -l', and so there
are no bounded analytic functions on W U l, although there are many
bounded analytic functions on W .

The function h(z) : s-2zla is an analytic function on [r , which maps
W onto the circle D : {z : l"l S "ol' ), and every bounded analytic
f on W is of the form f : g oå where g is bounded and analytic
on D . Thus in this case we still have a situation similar to that of Theorem
3 but the mapping ä fails to be analytic on 1". I do not know to what
extent this example represents the general situation"

Stanford University
California, U.S.A.
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